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design history file (DHF) without the ability to trace root cause, and an unstable supply chain. The
customer needed to improve both the product and the manufacturing process, develop line extensions,
and lower cost, while stabilizing the supply chain and maintaining continuity of supply.
The customer had limited engineering resources for product enhancements and product qualifications
and needed a strong partner. The company selected Viant based on:
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flagship device for greatly improved performance and manufacturability. It established US-based assembly
of the drug delivery device.
cells to launch the refreshed flagship device with improved performance features.
In stage two, the team extended the design enhancements to the entire product line (>25 unique SKUs),
including full DHF responsibility. Viant’s supply chain experts were able to vertically integrate the device supply
chain and save costs by consolidating more operations within Viant.
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As the market leader with best-in-class quality, Viant’s
facility in Aura, Germany, has more than 20 years of experience manufacturing stainless steel (and other alloy)
capillary tubes for drug delivery applications.
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acquisition. The line of shavers and burrs was marred by inconsistent field performance, an incomplete
design history file (DHF) without the ability to trace root cause, and an unstable supply chain. The
customer needed to improve both the product and the manufacturing process, develop line extensions,
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The customer had limited engineering resources for product enhancements and product qualifications
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the drug’s active ingredients

Suitable for
automation

		

Highly specialized 100% inline and in-process
testing to ensure the quality of the tubes
and suitability for automated manufacturing
processes
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0.05 mm to 0.4 mm
2:1 to 77:1
+/-0.005 mm range in
many dimensional ranges
Scratch-free surface
outside and inside
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